
ACE RACING WITH STUNT GP 

ECTS 99 Sept 5: Leading entertainment software publisher, Hasbro Interactive is proud to 

announce the launch of Stunt GP from Team17 Software, an exhilarating single or multi-player 

racing game set in the world of high speed, radio controlled stunt cars.      Players can accelerate, 

skid, jump, and burn their way around loops, ramps, corkscrews, spirals, and other obstacles 

while battling with opponents for victory. 

The game features exclusively branded racing cars, over 24 race tracks and by collecting 

‘Aeromile’ rewards for daring stunts players can increase their cashflow and upgrade their car on 

the way to radio controlled car heaven.

The Stunt GP branding will be emphasised through every aspect of the game ranging from the 

catalogue style interface to car classes, various track types, and numerous course components 

which provide superb, consistent and unique atmosphere for players to enjoy.

Players are invited to experience the rush of: 

 A combination of white knuckle racing and spectacular tricks & stunts

 24 Extreme tracks that jump, spiral, corkscrew & loop-the-loop

 Billowing clouds of tyre, engine and burning rubber

 Various single-player game modes including: SGP tournament, Stunt Challenge, Arcade 

racing, Quick race, Freestyle stunt mode, Time trials etc.

 Day and night races with working car lights (pop up lights included)

In the car they want to race :

 16    Spectacularly designed cars, split between    startlingly distinctive car classes

 9 Types of components available and 5 upgrades for each car, there are over 1 million 

potential car set ups

 Unique and diverse assortment of in-race power ups that effect different cars in different ways

 Six fictional ‘international’ teams that manufacture the core upgrade components

 Upgrades that are effected by the Team Sponsor the player is driving for and the Class of Car 

that they are using



 Sets of exclusively branded cars and components and by earning points you’re able to 

customise your car by selecting various upgrades and features with approx a million different 

combinations all with different dynamics. 

 4 Distinctively different branded ‘Box Sets’ that offer gameplay variation and progression 

throughout the game – Phat Am (amateur) Aero-blasters, Speed Demons & Daredevil Pro 

(professional).

 On-line system that allows players to record and enter fastest ever lap times and allow players

to download the ‘ghost’ of that player

And in the game play of their choice:

 9 superbly designed game modes that balance the needs of both the single and the multi-

player including specific challenges and tracks 

 A challenging single player game racing against 5 CPU opponents, unique challenge mode in 

which single players confront a range of    varied challenges in an attempt to prove their stunt 

and speed control

 The multi-player game allows up to six players to pit their skills with 2 players on one 

machine or up to 6    players across a LAN

 Advanced in-game AI, the CPU drivers learn as they drive and hold grudges between races 

and stunningly realistic physics and car dynamics

Price

Minimum Specification:    Windows® 95/98, P150, 32Mb RAM, 4xCD

Availability:

Team17 Software Limited. are a high calibre entertainment software development 
company based in West Yorkshire, England. Team17 have a nine-year pedigree and 
specialize in quality original titles using proprietary technology across all major hardware
For additional information, visit Team17 Software’s web site at: www.team17.com.
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